
Rhino preserved in ash from a supervolcano

residual catastrophism model

The Flood moved continents, rocks, and 
sediment on a global scale.  Thick crust at 
the end of the Flood needed time to sink 
to the proper level, and thin crust needed 
time to thicken.

Even today, the Grand Tetons rise while 
Jackson Hole sinks.

THE LAND RECOVERS
THE CRUST SETTLES DOWN AFTER THE FLOOD

While organisms refilled the earth and 
changed rapidly with the climate, 
catastrophes buried them, preserving a 
record of these turbulent times.

The motion of the crust generated 
catastrophes, large at first, smaller in 
time.  Supervolcanoes and superquakes 
rocked the earth for centuries, gradually 
diminishing in size and frequency to the 
quakes and volcanoes we have today.

Supervolcanoes
scale down 
after the Flood

S. A. AUSTIN, 1998, ICR IMPACT 

 Yellowstone eruption 
• Huckleberry Ridge Tuff
• 600 cubic miles of ash (2500 km3)

 Yellowstone eruption 
• Lava Creek Tuff 
• 240 cubic miles of ash (1000 km3)

 Long Valley eruption 
• Bishop Tuff
• 150 cubic miles of ash (600 km3)

 Crater Lake eruption 
• Mazama Ash
• 17 cubic miles of ash (75 km3)

 Mt. St. Helens eruption 
• 0.25 cubic miles of ash (1 km3)

VOLUME OF ASH

AREA COVERED BY ASH
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continuing 
catastrophes
by John Whitmore

PART 3: POST-FLOOD WORLD
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the earth’s rocks are full of evi-
dence for catastrophe. When I was 
a young geologist, this was one of 

the facts that convinced me that the 
scriptural account of Noah’s Flood 
must be true. 

Nearly fifty years ago, when the 
book The Genesis Flood was published, 
most creationists believed the entire 
fossil record was made by the Flood 
and that all evidence of major erosion 
(such as Grand Canyon) was generated 
by retreating Flood waters. Although 
young-earth creationists still think 
the Flood explains a vast portion of 
the rock record and that the retreat-
ing Flood waters caused tremendous 
erosion, we now believe that a series 
of major post-Flood catastrophes, 
possibly continuing for hundreds of 
years after the Flood, are responsible 
for many of the uppermost fossils and 
surface landforms.

Biblically, it is easy to determine the 
end of the Flood. We mark it with Gen-
esis 8:18, when Noah and his family  
left the Ark. Geologically, this event is 
much more difficult to identify.1 One 
expectation is that a worldwide Flood 
should leave marine fossil deposits 
across continents, while post-Flood ca-
tastrophes should leave local deposits. 
Since the most recent fossil deposits are 
relatively local in extent, the consensus 
among young-earth creationists trained 
in geology2 is that these deposits were 
laid after the Flood. 

For fish and other animals to be pre-
served as fossils after Noah’s Flood, 
they still had to be buried rapidly. 
This means that catastrophic pro-
cesses must have continued into post-
Flood times, albeit not at the global 
scale of the Flood. 

nothing like catastrophes today
We are very familiar with catas-

trophe today. Consider Hurricane 
Katrina, which caused around $100 
billion (U.S.) in damage; the Indian 
Ocean Tsunami of 2004 killed at least 
230,000 people; the eruption and af-
termath of Mt. St. Helens cut 150-foot-
deep (46 m) canyons in solid volcanic 
rock; the Pakistan earthquake of 2005 
killed 86,000 people, and the China 
earthquake in May of this year killed 
more than 80,000 and left millions 
homeless. 

Yet post-Flood catastrophes of even 
greater scale have occurred (and they 
have been catalogued by creation ge-
ologist Steve Austin3). In fact, it ap-
pears that volcanic eruptions and 
earthquakes were greatest during the 
Flood and then gradually weakened 
to today’s intensity. These early post-
Flood catastrophes had the power to 
cause enormous geologic change, in-
cluding massive erosion, altered land-
scapes, and deposits of sediment lay-
ers thousands of feet thick. 

But what conditions could lead to 
such “residual catastrophes”?

post-Flood, earth-shaping  
processes

Several unique conditions were at 
work after the Flood. One problem 
was the instability of the continents, 
which had just undergone rapid 
movements and changes. The rising 
of mountains and the lowering of the 
ocean basins help explain how the 
Flood water drained off the continents 
and back into the oceans (possibly de-
scribed in Psalm 104:8). 

These major changes were prob-
ably not complete at the end of the 
Flood but continued into the post-
Flood world, perhaps for centuries. 
Even conventional geologists have 
documented that most of the world’s 
mountain ranges rose very recently.4 

Another problem was the unstable 
climate. Just as warm ocean water cre-
ates hurricanes today, the post-Flood 
oceans were exceptionally warm and 
probably generated massive hurri-
canes and “hypercanes”5 (see “A Dark 
and Stormy World,” p. 78). These 
storms could have produced incred-
ible erosion in the post-Flood world, 
where little vegetation was established 
to hold the soil, and where the Flood 
sediments had not yet hardened.

Geologists have documented that 
unstable landscapes, such as regions 
prone to mountain building, earth-
quakes, or volcanic activity, are more 
prone to erosion than landscapes 
without these processes.6

If you thInk the earth was a quIet place after the flood receded, read on. the rock 
layers speak of a vIolent perIod after the flood, lastIng many centurIes, when 
catastrophes contInued to reshape the earth. not surprIsIngly, It took a long tIme 
for the earth to recover from the shock of the flood, whIch rIpped apart the 
planet ’s surface and cycled rocks throughout the mantle. 

LEFT PAGE: Supervolcanoes once rocked the earth (top); post-Flood catastrophes apparently carved Grand Canyon (bottom left);  
                    a rhinoceros fossilized in ash (bottom right).
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One example of post-Flood burial
 is the  

exquisitely preserved fish fossil
s of Wyoming’s  

Green River Formation. The fine s
pecimen below  

is displayed in the Creation  

Museum near Cincinnati.

Dr. John Whitmore earned his doctorate 
in biology with a paleontology emphasis 
from Loma Linda University. He is now 
associate professor of geology at Cedarville 
University. Dr. Whitmore has written 
numerous articles and co-authored  
The Great Alaskan Dinosaur Adventure.

Watch the video Canyons  
as shown in the Creation Museum.

Visit www.answersmagazine.com/go/3-4-exclusives

Heavy rainfall after the Flood,  
coupled with the rising of mountains 
and plateaus, created the potential for 
reshaping the landscape, including 
the cutting of huge canyons. Rising 
mountains would sometimes create 
large basins that could quickly fill with 
water or mud and then overflow. A 
miniature example of this occurred in 
recent times at Mt. St. Helens. Melting 
snow and ice quickly filled part of the 
crater in the months after the eruption 
of May 18, 1980. Suddenly, mud over-
flowed the crater and catastrophically 
cut 150-foot (46-m) deep canyons on 
the north side of the volcano. 

Geologists have found clues of such 
post-Flood canyon-cutting in the 
American West. The Great Salt Lake in 
Utah used to be much larger and deep-
er, forming Lake Bonneville. That ba-
sin eventually overflowed, catastroph-
ically draining northward and gouging 
out the Snake River area in southern 
Idaho. At another location in the West, 
upstream from Grand Canyon, we find 
evidence of a whole series of former 
lakes. One theory for the carving of 
Grand Canyon is that these upstream 
lakes catastrophically breached vari-
ous barriers that held them back. The 
last barrier to be broken through was 
the Kaibab Upwarp, which led to the 
cutting of Grand Canyon.7 

After the Flood, North America and 
other parts of the world experienced 
an Ice Age, when surging ice sheets 
gouged the landscape. The glaciers 
held back large lakes that later broke 
out and caused unimaginable erosion.

It is now well documented that an 
Ice Age catastrophe formed the Chan-
neled Scablands in eastern Washing-
ton. A temporary ice dam had created 
a large lake, called Lake Missoula, 
which broke through and cut deep 
canyons in hard volcanic rock.8 Ge-
ologists are beginning to realize that, 
during the Ice Age, dozens of similar 

floods (some many times larger than 
the Missoula flood) caused extensive 
changes to the earth’s surface. These 
are referred to as jökulhlaups, or gla-
cial outburst floods. Large amounts of 
water (or lakes) can accumulate under 
glacial ice and then burst forth from 
under the ice.9 

Future catastrophes
According to the Bible, major geo-

logic catastrophes are not over. Revela-
tion 16:18–21 speaks of an earthquake 
so large that the earth’s mountains will 
be leveled and its islands will disappear 
as a result of the intense shaking. An 
earthquake of this magnitude is appar-
ently unprecedented, even compared 
to those that occurred during Noah’s 
Flood, because verse 18 says that this 
will be the greatest earthquake “since 
man has been on the earth.” This 
earthquake will likely cause immense 
volcanic activity because the same pas-
sage speaks about “huge hailstones” 
that fall from the sky. 

Creation geologists are still actively 
developing models of Flood and post-
Flood geology. No creationist questions 
that a tremendous amount of geologi-
cal activity occurred globally during 
Noah’s Flood. Yet it is also clear that 
geologic catastrophes have continued, 
but on a local and regional scale. These 
processes are still capable of cutting 
canyons and producing fossils. 

Catastrophes remind us that we are 
still under the Curse and that this 

earth is not permanent. God is our only 
source of hope. Just as the Flood left 
reminders of God’s judgment on hu-
man sin, the book of Revelation warns 
that the earth will experience another 
period of global geologic catastrophe, 
when God again judges the world. 

NOTES
1 For further reading, please see my two papers in the Proceed-
ings of the Sixth International Conference on Creationism (2008), 
and several of my papers published in the Journal of Creation (v. 
20, no. 1, 2006).
2 Many young-earth creation geologists (but not all) believe that, 
in general, most of the “Cenozoic” is post-Flood. See the papers 
referenced above, especially the ICC papers, for my reasoning 
on this topic. This is still an area of active creationist research 
and debate. 
3 Catastrophes in Earth History (El Cajon, California: Institute for 
Creation Research), Technical Monograph 13, 1984.
4 C. Ollier and C. Pain, The Origin of Mountains (Routledge, 
London, 2000).
5 L. Vardiman, “Hypercanes Following the Genesis Flood,” in R. 
Ivey, Jr., ed., Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference 
on Creationism (Pittsburgh: Creation Science Fellowship, 2003), 
pp. 17–28. Hypercanes are theoretical storms, many times larger 
than category 5 hurricanes.
6 S. Dadson et al., “Earthquake-Triggered Increase in Sediment 
Delivery from an Active Mountain Belt,” Geology 32 (2004):733–
736.
7 S. Austin, ed., Grand Canyon Monument to Catastrophe (El 
Cajon, California: Institute for Creation Research, 1994); N. Meek 
and J. Douglass, “Lake Overflow: An Alternative Hypothesis 
for Grand Canyon Incision and Development of the Colorado 
River,” in R. Young and E. Spamer, eds., Colorado River Origin 
and Evolution (Grand Canyon, Arizona: Grand Canyon Associa-
tion, 2001), p. 199–204; E. Blackwelder, “Origin of the Colorado 
River,” Geological Society of America Bulletin 45 (1934):551–566.
8 Ibid, S. Austin, 1994.
9 P. Martini, V. Baker, and G. Garzón, eds., Flood and Megaflood 
Processes and Deposits: Recent and Ancient Examples (Black-
well Science, Oxford, 2002); P. Holyland and R. Frohn, “Recon-
struction of Continental Scale Megadrainage, from DEMS and 
Satellite Imagery: Implications for Ice Age Flooding,” in A. Hutchi-
son and J. Whitmore, eds., Proceedings of the First Conference 
on Creation Geology (2007), pp. 27–28.
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We can see the declining intensity of post-
Flood volcanoes in the ash record in the western 
United States.

Modern volcanoes, such as Mount St. Hel-
ens, usually eject less than 3 cubic miles of ash.  
These modern eruptions, known as “nozzle 
eruptions,” are trivial next to the ancient super-
volcanoes, which ejected ash in other ways.  
For example, Ice Age supervolcanoes, such as 

VOLUME OF ASH

Mt. St. Helens eruption

Long Valley and Yellowstone just after the Flood, 
sometimes ejected greater than 250 cubic miles 
of ash. Unlike nozzle eruptions, these were  
“ring-fissure eruptions.” They unzipped in vast 
circles, then collapsed to form calderas.  

Other even bigger supervolcanoes erupted 
earlier in history (late in the Flood). For exam-
ple, the Independence Dike Swarm in southern 
California was caused when catastrophic plate 
tectonics opened numerous parallel fissures 
a hundred miles long This massive eruption  

deposited the Brushy Basin Member of the 
Morrison Formation (“Upper Jurassic”), 

which contains more than 4,000 cubic 
miles of ash and includes the gigantic 
mudflows that swept up and buried 
dinosaurs. 

Dr. Steven Austin holds a PhD in geology 
from Pennsylvania State University. Former 
chair of the department of geology at the 
Institute for Creation Research, he is now an 
independent researcher and consultant. He 
is widely known for his research at Mount 
St. Helens and Grand Canyon.
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Mt. St. Helens eruption 
• May 18, 1980  
• 0.25 cubic miles of ash (1 km3) 

Crater Lake eruption 
• Mazama Ash 
• 17 cubic miles of ash (71 km3)

Long Valley eruption 
• Bishop Tuff 
• 150 cubic miles of ash (600 km3)

Yellowstone eruption 
• Lava Creek Tuff 
• 240 cubic miles of ash (1000 km3)

Yellowstone eruption 
• Huckleberry Ridge Tuff 
• 600 cubic miles of ash (2500 km3)

Independence Dike Swarm 
• Brushy Basin Member (Morrison) 
• 4,000 cubic miles of ash (17 000 km3)

DecLin ing inTenS iTy OF vOLcAn ic eRuPTiOnS  AFTeR nOAh’S FLOOD
by Steven Austin


